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THE KHILAFAT (632-661) 
Chapter 5 

 

� The Arabic term khalifa mean “representative” 

� When Abu bakr was elected the head of the Islamic state, he used the term “khalifa”-

khalifat rasulullah. 

• The system of election was familiar to the primitive Arabs. In tribal setup, the 

tribal leader or Shykh was elected by the head of the families. The candidate to 

the leadership was to satisfy certain qualification. 

• Seniority 2.truthfulness 3.ability to command and gain respect. 

• Firstly the head of the families arrived at a consensus about the leader. During the 

election process of the leader, first the heads of families expressed their support to 

leader candidate. Those who got the support of the majority were declared elected. 

• The most important process in the election was the ceremony of expressing 

allegiance, technically called ‘bai`ath. 

• In the ceremony all the heads of families including, those who opposed the 

candidature of the elected leader would express their support. 

• Although who got the majority support, he elected. 

• Trace of modern democratic elements can be seen in this process. 

Election of Abu Bakr 

� After the death of Prophet Muhammad in 632C.E the Islamic republic faced a 

political crisis. 

� A leader was essential for the establishment of the new faith and the protection of 

the nascent Islamic republic. 

� Before the funeral of the prophet the ansar(the people of medina) gathered at the 

saqifat bani- said(the council hall of madina),and they decided to elect said ibn 

ubaidaas the head of the Islamic republic. 

� At this time Abu bakr, Umar and abu ubaida interfered; Abu bakr rejected the 

decision and suggested the name of either Umar or Abu ubaida as the head. But 

Umar was not willing to accept the proposal.  

� He pledged the oath of allegiance by holding the hand of Abu bakr

� Uthman, Abdu rahman ibn auf and other chief companions of the prophet who 

had assembled there and expressed their allegiance to him. 

� Thus Abu-Bakr becomes the first khalifa of Islamic republic. 
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� Abu-Bakr took the reign of khilafat in a very crucial situation; the unity of the 

Islamic state was danger. 

� With the demise of the prophet many false prophet had raised triggering rebellion 

within the Islamic republic. 

� But Abu bakr succeeded in destroying the false prophets and maintaining peace 

and order in the Islamic republic. 

� The term khalifa had wide connection and the reflection of its found in the 

inaugural speech of khalifa abu bakr. 

Refutation of zakat 

� Abs and dubyan tribe lived in neighbourhood of madina. After the death of prophet 

they were not ready to give zakat, and they send a deputation to khalifa and said ‘we 

will offer prayer, but will not give the zakat. 

� Some companions of Abu-Bakr suggested to do favour of them, but Abu-Bakr was a 

man of determination, he said ‘ zakat is compulsory tax for the muslims and I am not 

the authority to take the rule , if you withhold ,I will fight against you’. 

� After the returning of deputation abu bakr foreseeing attack upon medina, he posted 

picket all around the city under the command of Ali, zubair, and Abdullah ibn masud. 

� As expected the tribes conducted a surprise attack on madina, but it was successfully 

repulsed. 

Apostasy movement and Ridda wars 

� Many people of outside madina wanted to free themselves from the Islamic republic. 

� They publicly rejected the political and religious authority of madina 

� Some of them even claimed prophet hood. 

� The movement against the belief of the false prophet is called as the apostasy 

movement. 

� Abu bakr conducted war against the false prophets; these wars are known as 

ridda war. 

Aswad-ul –Ansi 
� Aswad ul ansi was the first false prophet who appeared in Yemen. 

� He was chief of Ansi tribe  

� He claimed that he was communication with Allah. 

� He entered into a secret alliance with neighbouring chieftain and rose in revolt against 

Islam. 

� He invaded and conquered Najran and finally reached the entire province of Yemen. 

� The prophet send mu`adh ibn jabel to suppress the revolt in 632C.E. 

� Aswad ansi killed by mu`adh before prophet death. 

� But the news of his death came to madina after Abu bakr accession to the khilafath. 
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Tuliha. 

� Tuliha was the chief of the tribe of Banu  Azad of Najd. 

� He called himself a prophet, after the death of Prophet Muhammad. 

� He was supported by Ghatfan tribe under Oyijina. 

� But Khalid ibn walid suppressed Tuliha. 

 Musailima and Sajjah 

� Sajjah was a Christian woman, who belonged to the tribe of Banu  taglib in central 

Arabia. 

� She was a lady of extraordinary qualities. 

� She went to yamama to deal with musailima, a false prophet from banu hanifa tribe of 

yamama. 

� Finally they agreed to accept to each other’s prophet hood, and then they tied the 

nuptial knot. 

Umar ibnkhathab(634-644) 

� On his death bed, khalifa abu backer suggested the name of umar as his successor 

after consulting the principal companion of prophet. 

� Soon after the death of Abu-Bakr, Umar ibnkhathab become the second khalifa of 

Islamic republic. 

� He became the khalifa in the year 634C.E 

� After assuming office he concentrated both on the expansion and the 

administration of Islamic republic. 

Expansion of the Islamic state under umer 

� The fertile land of Arabia was shared between the Roman Empire in the north 

east and Persians Empire in the south east. 

� The Islamic republic began to gather strength, the roman and Persian powers 

considered Islam as a looming threat. 

� They started taking military action against the Muslims. 

Byzantine and Roman Empire 

� Khalifa Umar simply continued the policies of his predecessor regarding forging 

affairs. 

� The hostility with Persian and Roman Empire had already been started. 

� In response to        the military action Umar deputed his general against the big 

powers. 
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� The serious of battle were fought between the Muslims and Persians in the 

border of Persia. 

� In the battle of Namaraq ,muslims gained victory. 

� In the succeeding battle of Jasr, the persion defeated muslims. 

� But in another was which took place between Arab and Persian at Buwaib, the 

Muslim again gained victory. 

Qadisiya battle 

� The Persian planned for a mighty war against Muslims. 

� Khalifa Umar was declared war against them.  

� The two armies met at qadisiya in the Persian plains and the war lasted 3 days. 

� The efficient leadership sa`ad ibn abi waqas made it a success for Muslims. 

� Thereafter, the muslim army advanced tothe madain, capital city of Persia, 

captured it and hoisted the flag of Islam. 

� Thus the Persian Empire becomes part of Islamic state. 

Yarmuk battle 

� The hostility with the Romans (Byzantine Empire) resulted in a serious of battle in 

the frontier. 

� Khalid ibn walid and his forces were defending the roman army and succeeded in 

capturing the old city of Damascus in Syria. 

� Upon the loss of Damascus the byzantine emperor Heraclius declared war 

against Islamic republic. 

� A bloody battle was fought between Muslims and Romans on the bank of river 

Yermuk. 

� The battle was won by Muslims and Syria became the part of Islamic state. 

� Jerusalem was the neighbouring city of Syria, was under control of roman, but 

Islamic commander Abu Ubida occupied Jerusalem without any fight. 

Egypt 

� With the permission of khalifa, Amribn al Aas set out with an army through the 

Sinai desert. 

� They reached Egypt and occupied the old city Fustath. 

� Muslim then chased the roman at Alexandria, defeated them and occupied 

ancient city. 

� The Roman (byzantine) domination in west Asian region ended forever and the 

Islamic republic under khalifa Umar gained a strong foothold. 
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� This expansion resulted in the spread of Islam in these region 

Administration of Umar 

� Umar not only consolidated his empire but also he set up a great system of 

administration. 

� Umar is rightly regarded as the greatest administrator of all time. 

� He led the foundation of a comprehensive democratic system in which efficiency 

in administration 

� Individual participation in the functioning of the governmental institution, 

freedom and social justice the main pillars of the body of politics. 

� As an excellent organiser and an efficient ruler of the Islamic commonwealth, he 

introduced many reforms for the welfare of the society. 

� The khalifa regarded an ideal social order envisaged in the Quran. 

Majlis-ul-shura 

� being endowed with a democratic system, umar systematically organised and 

expanded the majilis shura, which was introduced by Abu-Bakr 

� It was an advisory body, which consisted of the close companions of prophet such 

as, Ali,  AbuUbaida, Uthman, Telha, IbnZubir and AbdurahmanIbn Auf. 

� The advisory body was frequently consulted in all important matters of the state.  

� The council sat in the mosque for regular session and resembled the cabinet in 

the modern political system. 

� Umar stands as the greatest example of true democratic in the history of the 

world. 

� With love, people addressed him Amir Al Mumineen. 

Provincial administration 

� For the sake of efficiency and smooth functioning of the administrative system, 

Umar divided the commonwealth into several parts. 

� He appointed each of them under an efficient governor. 

� Makkah,Madina, Jazira, Basara, Kufa, Palestine, and Egypt were the main 

provinces. 

� The provincial governor was called Wali or Amir. 

� He was the head of civil administration and the religious leader of the province.  

� He was also commander of the army.  

� He was appointed by khalifa and was accountable to him. 

� The provinces were divided into district for easy rule.  
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� The district officers were known as Amils. 

� These officers were appointed by the khalifa in the consultation with the advisory 

body (Shura).  

 

Revenue administration. 

� Umar established the department of finance to regulate the revenue policies of 

the government. 

� This department was called the Diwan and it was constituted on the Persian 

model. 

� The main source of revenue were:poor tax(zakat), poll-tax (jiziya), land 

tax(kharaj), spoils of wars(ghanima), income from state property(Al fay). 

� Zakat was assessed on cash, crops, and animals. 

� The assessment of land tax was based on the fertility of the soil and it was 

collected in instalment. 

� Jiziya; it was paid by non-Muslim citizen of the state in instead of military 

services and with the guarantee of protection to their life and property. 

� Those who joined the military services were exempted from this special tax. 

� The public treasury known as baith-ul-mal. 

� Public works such as construction of road, canals, bridge….etc also received 

considerable shares. 

� Umar took special interest in promoting agriculture by introducing useful land 

reforms. 

� Canals and irrigation facilities were provided to the farmers. 

Military administration 

� Umar took proper care for the reforming of the army. 

� He divided his armed forces into regular and irregular. 

� The regular soldiers worked on a permanent basis and irregular army was raised 

in the time of emergency in the form of voluntaries. 

� The two main wing of the army were the infantry and cavalry. 

� The salary of soldiers was paid from the Bait-ul-mal, and they were also given a 

share from the spoils of wars. 

� All the generals and commanders were appointed by the khalifa at the capital. 

 

Judicial administration. 
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� Umar was great champion of justice.  

� He separate his judiciary from the executive for an effectively administration of 

justice. 

� He appointed Qadi(judge) for the administration of justice in the provincial 

towns. 

� They were given full independence and they were not under the authority of the 

provisional government. 

� They were directly responsible for khalifa. 

� Umar introduced pension system to the retired officers, disabled soldiers and 

physically handicapped persons. 

� He constructed schools, mosque, and orphanages in different part of state. 

� He also introduced rationing system for the fair distribution of food grains. 

� Umar introduced Hijra calendar based on prophetic migration from makkah to 

madina. 

Assassination of khalifa Umar 

� Umar was brutally attacked by a Persian slave named Firos(abu lulu). 

� The attacker had personal problem against the khalifa 

� In this attack reached to the death of Umar in 644 C E. 

Uthman ibn Affan. 

� On his sick bed the khalifa Umar nominated a body of six notable persons to elect 

the next khalifa from among them. 

� They were Abdurahiman, Said, Zubir, Uthman, Ali and Talha. 

� The first three of them withdraw from being khalifa. 

� Abdurahiman consulted the prominent figure of community and the tribal chief. 

� The general opinion was in favour of Uthman. 

� Thus Uthman became the third khalifa of Islamic republic. 

� The khalifa Uthman ruled in twelve years, the first six years of his rule was peace full 

and witnessed the great expansion of Islamic state. 

� But there after the problems began. 

� The first problem is he was alleged of appointing his kinsman in high post. 

� When the khalifa replaced AmribnAas and Abdullah ibnAbi Sarah, the mischief 

makers turned against khalifa and alleged nepotism on him. 
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� Similar was the case with the dismissal of Sa`dibnAbiWaqas and the appoint of 

Walidibn Aqaba as the governor of the Kufa. 

� The khalifa was charged with favouritism by the seditious people of kufa. 

� Then rebels of Egypt and kufa could muster up people against khalifa. 

� Another charged raised against uthman was misappropriation of the public fund. 

� It was alleged that he spent huge amount from the public treasury on his relatives. 

� Uthman appointment of his inefficient and selfish cousin Marvan to high position 

made him unpopular. 

� Another big misinterpreted allegation that uthman was burnt the copies of the holy 

Quran. 

Revolt against Uthman. 

� Abdullah ibn Saba who took the leading role in the conspiracy against uthman. 

� He received the support of Muhammedibn Abu Bakr. 

� This conspiracy and the new resentment that arise against the khalifa, spread to kufa 

where the leaders started denouncing the khalifa in public. 

� Eventually the rebel leaders from Egypt, Kufa and Basara made a sudden attack on 

madina. 

� Ultimately a group of conspirators entered and besieged Uthman house and 

demanded his abdication. 

Assassination of khalifaUthman. 

� Ali, Telha and Zubir the companion of the prophet appointed their sons at an 

entrance of the khalifas house to protect him. 

� But the conspirators sneaked into the house where the khalifa was reciting the holly 

Quran. 

� Al Ghafiki one of the conspirators stepped forward and caught the khalifa. 

� They stabbed the helpless khalifa to death and victoriously marched out. 

ALI IbnAbiThalib (656-661). 

� When Uthman was brutally killed the muslim state wanted to entrusted leader 

ship with a worthy person. 

� There was no one more suitable for this high office. 

� Therefore the companion of the prophet and other prominent citizens of madina 

approached Ali and requested him to take charge of the khalifa. 

� Finally the mosque of the prophet Ali was sworn in as the new khalifa. 

The civil wars. 
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� Ali took the reign of the state in an extremely critical situation. 

� The seeds of troubles sowed by the rebel had grown beyond control. 

�  The muslim nation was divided into two camps. 

� The three factors responsible for this critical situation. 

• The active support of Ali had participated in the conspiracy to overthrow 

uthman, among them Ibn Saba, Malik ibnAshtar and Muhammad ibn Abu Bakr. 

• The retribution for the blood of Uthman and Damascus was its epicentre. The 

blood-stained cloths of Uthman were exhibited by Muawiya throughout the 

provinces of Syria. 

• Some companion of prophet questioned the legitimacy of Ali`s khilafath.Talha and 

Zubair first accepted Ali as the khalifa, but later they turned against him because 

he was not willing to take immediate action against the murdered of uthman. 

 

� The main task before khalifa Ali was to restore law and order and consolidate his 

position the state. 

� But to punish the killers was not an easy task. 

� Because a large number of persons in Egypt, Iraq and Arabia were directly or 

indirectly connected with the assassination. 

1. Battle of Camel (battle of Jamal). 

� khalifa Ali did not heed to the demand of Telha and Zubir. 

� So they were started organising the people against khalifa. 

� They set out for Basara with their followers against khalifa. 

� On the way they met Ayisha the wife of prophet, who was riterning from the 

pilgrimage. 

� Being informed of the assassination of Uthman, she was shocked. 

� When she heard that the khalifa Ali was not ready to punish the assassins, she 

joined Telha and Zubir and returned to Makkah with them. 

� Khalifa Ali desired to avoid war and settle the matters with Telha and Zubir by 

peace full means, He tried to negotiate with them, but it’s failed. 

� As a result the inevitable battle of Camel took place. 

� Aysha was present in the battle field on the back of a camel and hence the 

name. 

� Ali successfully managed to suppress the rebels. 

� Telha and Zubir were killed in the battle and thousands of Muslims from both 

sides were slain and Aysha was taken as a prisoner. 
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� Ali send Aysha back to Madina with due respect, under the escort of her own 

brother Muhammedibn Abu Bake. 

� After the battle Ali transferred his capital from Madina to Kufa. 

2. Battle of Siffin(657). 

� Muawiyaibn Abu Sufyanwas the governor of Syria. He was ambitions for power. 

� He aimed at the khalifa, and started exploiting the situation that arise from the 

murder of Uthman  to his advantage. 

� Muawiya was the very powerful person in Umayyad family. 

� Muawiya was a shrewd man, he demanded that Ali shuld find out and punish the 

murderers or he himself accept the responsibility of the murder. 

� So Ali ordered Muawiya to resign from the governorship of Syria. 

� But Muawiya refused to obey. 

� For the long 16 years of his viceroyalty, he was ready for the office of khalifa. 

� He declared total war against Ali, the whole attempt of the mediators to bring 

about a compromise failed. 

� Finally Ali set out from Iraq and Muawiya from Damascus. 

� The two armies met at Siffin a place situated on the bank of Euphrates in 657 C 

E. 

� The battle raged furiously for several days, when Ali`s force was on the verge of 

victory, Muawiya come forward with a trick. 

� He ordered his Syrian troops to raise the copies of holly Quran on their lances 

and proclaimed “this is the arbiter between us”. 

� The purpose was to create confusion in Ali`s camp, Ali saw the danger and 

warned his troops against the cunning scheme of Muawiya. 

� Ali wanted to continue the war till completely victory. 

� But his soldiers wanted to Ali to stop fighting and Muawiya escaped from this 

disaster. 

� Then a body of arbitration was set up representing both sides. 

� Abu Musha Al Ashari represents Ali and AmribnAas represent Muawiya. 

� Finally Abu Musa and AmrIbnAas met each with 400 followers. 

� The final verdict was to depose both Ali and Muawiya from their representing 

post and to elect another khalifa  by general consensus. 

� Then Abu Musa the elder of the two stood up and declared the khalifa of Ali null 

and void. 
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� At this time Amr ibn Aas betrayed his colleagues and proposed Muawiya  to the 

vacant post. 

Emergence of the kharijets. 

� The acceptance of the principle of arbitration had dire consequence. 

� A large body of Ali followers deserted his camp and become an aggressive force. 

� Later they come to be known as Kharijets. 

� They were blood-thirsty enemies of Ali under the leader ship of Abdullah Ibn 

Rasibi. 

� Their oath was “no judgement but the lord`s alone” (arbitration belongs to Allah 

alone). 

� The kharijets planned a war against Ali and both armies met at the battle field 

of Nehruwan, where Ali defeated the kharijets. 

� This war known as battle of Nehruwan. 

Assassination of Ali 

� Even after the defeat of Nehruwan the kharijets were note completely 

annihilated. 

� They were still active and were determined on ending the rule of Ali. 

� In January 661 C. E when Ali was on his way to the mosque for the Morning 

Prayer, a kharijets conspirator named Abdu rahman ibn Muljim struck him on 

the forehead with a poisoned sword. 

� So the khalifa Ali could not be saved from the fatal wound and he died in 661 C. 

E.S  

Features of the khilafat. 

1. Election of khalifa  

• The khalifa had no prophetic function at all, though he had to perform some 

religious duties. 

� His main religious duty were to lead congregational prayer in the mosque of the 

prophet and deliver the Khuthuba(speech) at Friday noon prayer (Jumua). 

� Khalifa was not only the head of the state but also the commander in- chief of 

army. He was appointed army generals and instructed them. 

� He also acted as chief judge, religious leader, law giver and civil head of the state. 

� The khalifa was the head of the state, elected unanimously by people. There was 

no constitutional or political questioning on his authority. 
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2.Functions of shura 

• The shura was the council of elders. The members of the Shura had all the 

qualities found the khilafat. 

• The khalifa always accepted the advice of the shura members in the despatch of 

armies, appointment of generals, governors and other officers, fixationof salary 

of soldiers, levying taxes and creation of new posts. 

• It was not a sovereign legislative body, khalifa and the Shura functioned with 

mutual understanding and respect. 

3.The secretariat. 

• Under the khilafat  of Abu bakr Sthere was no office for conducting the affairs of 

of the state. 

• All the works were under the direct supervision of khaleefa. 

• But the duties and responsibilities of khalifa increased he sought the help of his 

companions. 

• For instance, Umer was given charge of the administration of justice and alms-

giving to Zaid ibn sabith. He was the first salaries judge of medina. 

4.Bauthul-mal or public treasury. 

• The treasury dates back to the time of the Prophet, and later Abu Bakr continued 

in the same way. During the time of Umar, he expanded the treasury to 636 C.E. 

In 'Umar established a public treasury in Madinah 

• Abdullah ibnArqam was the chief officer, and bin Abdu RahmanSari and 

Muaquib were his assistants. 

• The officer in charge of baith-ul-mal was called Sahib-al-Mal. 

• After the meeting the expenses of provincial administration and public works, the 

surplus money was sent to the central treasury in madina. 

• In Islamic republic all the khalifas led simple and pious life. 

5. Freedom of Epression and Equality   

� In the time of the caliphs, the people had the right to equality and freedom of    

expression. 

� All people were treated equally. 

� The people had the right to question the position of the Caliph and the Shura 
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